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Figure 1: Samples generated using our unsupervisedK-modal GAN (uMM-GAN withK = 2) trained on datasets containing
two classes: the two letters ‘A’ & ‘B’ (left) and Cats & Dogs (right), with each class exhibiting many different styles. Each
sample in the bottom row is generated from the same latent vector as the one above it, after swapping between the weights
of the learned modes. Using multiple modes to model the data distribution not only improves the quality of the generated
samples, but also disentangles mode from style, enabling switching between data modes while preserving various style
attributes.
Abstract
The emergence of generative models based on deep neu-
ral networks has recently enabled the automatic genera-
tion of massive amounts of graphical content, both in 2D
and in 3D. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and
style control mechanisms, such as Adaptive Instance Nor-
malization (AdaIN), have proved particularly effective in
this context, culminating in the state-of-the-art StyleGAN
architecture. While such models are able to learn diverse
distributions, provided a sufficiently large training set, they
are not well-suited for scenarios where the distribution of
the training data exhibits a multi-modal behavior. In such
cases, reshaping a uniform or normal distribution over the
latent space into a complex multi-modal distribution in the
data domain is challenging, and the quality of the gener-
ated samples may suffer as a result. Furthermore, the dif-
ferent modes are entangled with the other attributes of the
data, and thus, mode transitions cannot be well controlled
via continuous style parameters. In this paper, we intro-
duce uMM-GAN, a novel architecture designed to better
model such multi-modal distributions, in an unsupervised
fashion. Building upon the StyleGAN architecture, our net-
work learns multiple modes, in a completely unsupervised
manner, and combines them using a set of learned weights.
Quite strikingly, we show that this approach is capable of
homing onto the natural modes in the training set, and effec-
tively approximates the complex distribution as a superpo-
sition of multiple simple ones. We demonstrate that uMM-
GAN copes better with multi-modal distributions, while at
the same time disentangling between the modes and their
style, thereby providing an independent degree of control
over the generated content.
1. Introduction
Content generation has been a major bottleneck since the
dawn of computer graphics. Recently, the emergence of
generative models based on deep neural networks, finally
carries a promise for being able to automatically generate
massive amounts of diverse content. Although the visual
quality of deep generative models could not initially rise up
to the high visual fidelity bar of the field, it has been im-
proving rapidly. Some of the most promising approaches,
in terms of visual fidelity are Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) [4], which learn to generate samples whose
distribution closely resembles that of the training data.
While GANs are able to generate a large amount of var-
ied data, provided a sufficiently large training set, they are
not explicitly designed for scenarios where the distribution
of training data exhibits a multi-modal behavior. Consider,
for example, a dataset consisting of several different species
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Figure 2: StyleGAN failure cases: The top row shows a
car on the left, and two cats on the right, all of which were
generated by trained models provided by Karras et al. [9].
In the bottom row, we attribute the partial presence of eye-
glasses to the dataset having two distinct modes.
of animals, or several different kinds of cars. In such cases,
reshaping a simple distribution over the latent space into a
complex multi-modal one is challenging, reducing the qual-
ity of the synthesized result. A number of works note and
attempt to address this issue, as briefly reviewed in Sec-
tion 2.
Furthermore, the control that GANs typically provide
over the generated data is limited, especially in the unsu-
pervised learning scenario, i.e., when the data comes with-
out any additional annotations. A degree of control may
be achieved by adding conditioning [15]. However, this re-
quires supervision, which is not always feasible.
Karras et al. [9] recently introduced StyleGAN, an un-
supervised framework that leverages the AdaIN style con-
trol mechanism [7] to afford some degree of control over
attributes at different scales. By first mapping a simply dis-
tributed latent space into an intermediate one, they are able
to better approximate the training probability density, while
avoiding entangling the factors of variation. The StyleGAN
architecture has resulted in the highest quality data-driven
generative models to date. However, warping a simple dis-
tribution into a non-convex multi-modal one may result in
synthesis failures, as demonstrated in Figure 2. For exam-
ple, in a dataset of cat images, the diversity of cat poses is a
possible reason for the generation failures shown in the top
row. Similarly, the presence or absence of glasses in a face
dataset defines two distinct modes in the training distribu-
tion, which may result in faces with partial glasses.
In this work, we introduce a new generative model, de-
signed explicitly for coping with multi-modal distributions.
For such distributions, our model results in higher quality
synthesis, in addition to providing the ability to directly
control the mode of the generated samples, independently
of the control afforded by the style parameters. Remark-
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Figure 3: (a) The original GAN architecture proposed by
Goodfellow et al. [4]. (b) The StyleGAN of Karras et
al. [9], which is composed of a mapping network (from
z ∈ Z to w ∈ W) and a synthesis network, fed by a learned
root constant C. The synthesis is controlled using AdaIN
parameters derived from w.
ably, our approach requires no supervision; provided only
the number of modes K as a hyper-parameter, it is able to
learn the different latent modes in the training distribution,
while learning to generate samples resulting from them.
Specifically, the architecture that we introduce here is
based on that of StyleGAN [9]. The StyleGAN generator
uses a single learned constant that serves as a common seed
or root for all of the synthesized samples from a given dis-
tribution. All the variations among the generated samples
result from varying AdaIN parameters, as well as random
noise inputs, at each generation scale. In contrast, we pro-
pose to learn K root constants, which may be interpreted as
seeds for the different modes present in the data. Intuitively,
rather than relying on the ability of the mapping network to
deform the latent space distribution into one that follows the
training probability density, we approximate the latter us-
ing a composition of simpler distributions around multiple
modes.
We show that our K-rooted generators are able to pro-
duce higher quality samples for multi-modal distributions,
compared with the state-of-the-art. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, we show that the root constants in our architecture
correspond to different modes in the training set. Finally,
spanning the learned distribution in this manner, results in
an explicit method for controlling the mode of the gener-
ated data, providing a new degree of control which is natu-
ral for multi-modal distributions, and has little or no effect
on the attributes controlled via AdaIN and noise, as demon-
strated in Figure . Thus, our approach effectively disentan-
gles mode and “style”.
2. Background
We explore the problem of unsupervised generation of
natural images. Research in this area received a tremendous
boost with the introduction of Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) [4]. Given a set of training samples, GANs
learn to generate samples whose distribution closely resem-
bles that of the training data. The commonly used DCGAN
architecture [19], summarized in Figure 3(a), consists of a
convolutional generator G, fed by a random input vector
z ∈ Z , typically drawn from a normal or a uniform distri-
bution. The generator is adversarially trained using a con-
volutional discriminator D.
Such GAN architectures are able to learn to sample suf-
ficiently restricted distributions, however, they are not well
suited for distributions that exhibit significant diversity or
multi-modal behavior. Multi-modal distributions may be
sampled using conditional GANs [15], provided that the
training data is suitably annotated, for example with class
labels. For example, Odena et al. [17] concatenate a one-hot
class vector to the generator’s noise input. Brock et al. [2]
have demonstrated that class-conditioning makes it possible
to effectively sample distributions as diverse as ImageNet
[20].
This limitation of GANs has been discussed by multi-
ple researchers (e.g., [5, 1, 10, 18]). Several works, such
as [1, 5, 18], cope with the multi-modal case by structur-
ing the latent space Z as a Mixture of Gaussians, whose
first and second moments are learned. While some of these
approaches are unsupervised, they impose a specific para-
metric model on the latent distribution, and mostly assume
that the data consists of disconnected clusters or manifolds.
Contrary to these works, our approach makes no a priori as-
sumptions regarding the form of the distribution (i.e., we do
not assume it is a Gaussian Mixture Model). Neither do we
assume that the distribution consists of several disconnected
parts. In addition, our approach is unique in that it enables
disentangled control of mode and other visual attributes.
Brock et al. [2] note that the choice of latent space might
significantly affect the performance of GANs. In particular,
they observed that the discrete Bernoulli {0, 1} latent space
outperformed the normal distribution (without truncation),
arguing that it might reflect the prior that the underlying
factors of variation in natural images are discrete (one fea-
ture is present, another is not). In our approach there is no
need to choose between continuous and discrete distribu-
tions, since both the modes and their mixture are learned by
the network. Thus, the network adapts itself to the training
data, rather than being pre-designed for a particular kind of
distribution.
In addition to GANs, a variety of alternative genera-
tive models have also been explored. Notable examples in-
clude Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [12], and variants
thereof that attempt to achieve clustering in the latent space,
such as GMVAE [3], or ClusterGAN [16], which combines
the advantages of VAEs and GANs. Another unique work in
the line of Generative models is Glow [11]. By using 1x1 in-
vertible convolutions within a flow-based generative model,
Kingma et al. have demonstrated that a generative model is
capable of efficiently synthesizing realistic-looking images.
None of the above methods, however, were able to demon-
Figure 4: Images generated by different StyleGAN models
using an average style vector wavg (obtained by drawing a
large number of z vectors and averaging their corresponding
w vectors).
strate the high-resolution sharp images, such as those that
may be produced by the latest GANs.
2.1. StyleGAN
The state-of-the-art in GAN-based image generation is
achieved by the StyleGAN architecture [9], a fascinating
combination between GANs and the AdaIN mechanism [7].
The StyleGAN architecture, diagrammed in Figure 3(b),
first maps the latent vectors z, normally or uniformly dis-
tributed in a latent space Z , into an properly shaped inter-
mediate latent representation w ∈ W , using a learned map-
ping network. The w vectors are then transformed into sets
of AdaIN parameters, originally introduced in the context
of style transfer, which are injected into the different levels
of the generator.
Notably, the generator takes as input a single (learned)
constant, which we refer to as the root constant. The root
constant may be seen as an encoding of the learned mode of
the training data. Figure 4 visualizes this learned mode for
several StyleGAN models trained by Karras et al. on differ-
ent datasets (faces, bedrooms, cars, and cats). The visual-
ization is obtained by feeding the generator network G with
an average style vector wavg, and without noise inputs. For
example, note that the generated face shown in Figure 4 is
neither very masculine nor very feminine and its complex-
ion is not very dark or very pale. Under normal operation,
the generator is able to shift away from these average prop-
erties through the use of different sets of AdaIN parameters,
obtained by transforming different vectors w ∈ W . Thus,
to model a given distribution well, the shape of the distri-
bution should be echoed by that of the intermediate latent
spaceW .
StyleGAN has been shown to perform admirably on sev-
eral image domains, however, we note that it is still best
suited for distributions with a single dominant mode, as we
shall demonstrate in the next section. In contrast, in this
work we are interested in multi-modal domains, where the
modes might correspond to distinct peaks in the probabil-
ity density, or might span the probability density in a more
continuous manner. In either case, the training data samples
typically share some common attributes, which span across
modes. Consider a set of fonts, for example. Within each
font, letters share common properties, such as font-weight,
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Figure 5: Our Multi-Modal GAN architecture borrows from
StyleGAN the generator G, discriminator D and the map-
ping network that maps z ∈ Z to w ∈ W . In place of
a single constant input to G, K root constants are learned.
Left: In the supervised variant, one of the K constants is
selected by a multiplexer and forwarded to G. Note that
the discriminator penalizes the generator at train time on its
generated modes. Right: In the unsupervised variant, the
K learned constants are blended by R, using a vector of
weights wR to yield the input of G. The blending weights
wR are generated by a mapping network, with a softmax as
its last layer.
style and character dimensions. However, the distribution is
multi-modal, where each character defines a separate mode.
In cases such as this, the distribution is unlikely to be well
approximated by a set of multiscale variations around a sin-
gle mode. Consequently, attempting to train a single model
on the entirety of such a dataset (without supervision such
as class-conditioning) might lead to implausible results, as
demonstrated in Figures 2 and 9(a).
3. Mode Mixture Modeling
We argue that the single constant learned by StyleGAN
is actually an encoding of the representative content of the
training data, or, in other words, the single mode of the
distribution. The mode may be visualized by letting each
trained model generate a sample using a set of average style
parameters, as shown in Figure 4.
Instead, we aim to represent the learned distribution us-
ing a model which is an explicit mixture of modes. Rather
than expecting the mapping network to learn a complex
deformation of the latent space, our architecture explicitly
reflects the fact that the distribution is modeled using K
modes, by training a generator that takes K learned root
constants as input, instead of a single one. The K con-
stants are mixed using a set of learned weights and the re-
sulting mixtures are further modified by a common set of
style (AdaIN) parameters to generate samples that cover the
entire learned distribution. If the distribution is roughly dis-
crete, and the training data is annotated accordingly, the cor-
responding constants and their mixture may be learned in a
supervised fashion. However, as we show in Section 3.1,
supervision is actually not necessary.
3.1. Multi-Modal GAN
We begin by describing a supervised version of our
Multi-Modal GAN (sMM-GAN), which may be suitable for
the case where the data modes correspond to distinct clus-
ters, and each training sample is annotated with the mode to
which is belongs. This supervised architecture is depicted in
the left diagram in Figure 5. The architecture borrows from
StyleGAN its generator G and the mapping network that
maps Z toW . However, in place of a single constant input
to G, K root constants, denoted C1, . . . , CK are learned,
which are intended to encode up to K modes of the distri-
bution. A one-hot vector wM controls a simple multiplexer
that chooses one of these K constants to be forwarded as
input to G. In order to learn K constants that would corre-
spond to K modes in the data, we add a K-way classifier to
the discriminator D, which is used to penalize the generator
when it fails to produce an image that does not belong to the
mode indicated by wM .
Our main goal, however, is to learn the mode mixture
model in an unsupervised fashion. This is accomplished
by the unsupervised version of Multi-Modal GAN (uMM-
GAN), depicted in the right diagram of Figure 5. As before,
we learn K root constants; however, in this variant, these
constants are fed into a blending layer (denoted R), where
they are blended using K weights wR, and the resulting
blended vector is fed into the generator G. The weights
wR are generated from the latent vectors z ∈ Z using a
mapping network parallel to the one that maps Z to W ,
and ended by a softmax layer that normalizes the selection
weights to a sum of one.
The advantage of our uMM-GAN over the original
StyleGAN is demonstrated in Figure 6 using a simple syn-
thetic example. The training samples have a simple param-
eterization in 2D and are drawn from a continuous proba-
bility density function (PDF), which nevertheless exhibits a
complex anisotropic shape in the plane.
Specifically, each sample is an image with two white
rectangles of the same height, but varying widths (such as
the images shown in the bottom row of Figure 6). Thus, the
widths of the two rectangles provide a natural embedding
of the training set on the plane. The width of one rectan-
gle (Width 1) is uniformly sampled from [0, 40], while the
range of widths of the second rectangle (Width 2) depends
on Width 1. The joint PDF of the two widths forms the
shape of the letter H, as shown in the top left image of Fig-
ure 6.
Having drawn 10,000 samples from this distribution, the
resulting set of images is used to train a StyleGAN, as well
as a uMM-GAN (with K = 3). Visualizing the empirical
PDFs sampled by these two generative models, we can see
that StyleGAN is unable to faithfully reproduce the train-
ing distribution (top row, middle). In contrast, the PDF of
uMM-GAN with K = 3 approximates the training PDF
training data StyleGAN uMM-GAN K = 3
distribution IoU = 0.53 IoU = 0.86
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
Figure 6: Effect of multi-modal generation. We form a
dataset with a 2D parameterization, and an H-shaped dis-
tribution (top left). Training StyleGAN on this dataset re-
produces only a part of the distribution (top middle), while
training uMM-GAN with K = 3 results in a much better
approximation, and a higher Jaccard index value (IoU). The
three learned modes are visualized in the middle and bottom
rows. The middle row visualizes the distributions that are
sampled by replacing the blending weights vector wR with
a one-hot vector. The mixture of the resulting distributions
is able to reproduce the H-shape. The bottom row shows
the generated samples corresponding to the three learned
constants.
quite well (top row, right). In order to quantify the fit, we
apply a threshold over the PDFs and compute the Jaccard
index (Intersection over Union) between the training PDF
and that of the two generated ones, resulting in an index of
0.86 for uMM-GAN, compared to 0.53 for StyleGAN.
It is also instructive to examine the PDFs generated by
uMM-GAN around each of the three modes that it has
learned, visualized in the middle row of Figure 6. Note
that the shape of each PDF covers a different part of the
H shape, facilitating the approximation of the anisotropic
training PDF as a superposition of three simpler ones. Also
note, that the shapes of the three PDFs are learned by the
network, and they differ from a 2D Gaussian, as well as
from each other. The images corresponding to each of the
three modes are shown in the bottom row of Figure 6.
3.2. Disentanglement of mode and “style”
The mode and the style in a heterogeneous dataset are of-
ten naturally disentangled. For example, consider a dataset
consisting of cats and dogs (two different content modes),
where some of the cats and the dogs may have similar look-
ing fur patterns, colors, etc. In the StyleGAN architecture,
some degree of disentanglement between different factors
of variation is achieved by the mapping network that de-
forms the simply distributed latent space Z into the inter-
mediate latent space W , which may have a more compli-
cated shape (refer to Figure 6 or [9]). However, the use of
a single root constant makes it difficult to disentangle be-
tween variations in style and variations in the mode, which
often correspond to content variations. By replacing the sin-
gle root constant of StyleGAN by a combination of multiple
learned root constants, we effectively enable the network to
better emulate such disentanglement.
This ability is demonstrated in Figure 7. The top row
of nine images was generated using the same mode mix-
ture vector wR (mapped from a random latent vector z ∈
Z), while the bottom row was generated using the vector
1 − wR. Each of the nine columns corresponds to a dif-
ferent style vector w. Indeed, it is easily observed that in
each row the mode (cat or dog) is preserved, while the style
(fur colors and patterns) changes. In contrast, along each
column, the fur colors and patterns remains similar, while
the mode is flipped. It should be noted that while, for this
dataset, the two learned modes correspond to the two se-
mantic image classes, this is not guaranteed to be the case
in general. In other words, the modes learned by the gen-
erator might reflect a different clustering of the data than
the one that might be more readily perceived by a human
observer.
4. Results
We implemented the Multi-Modal GAN architectures
discussed in the previous sections in PyTorch. It should be
noted that the original StyleGAN of Karras et al. [9] is a
special case of our uMM-GAN architecture, with K = 1.
For the StyleGAN and Multi-Modal GAN models, all of
the results reported below were obtained by training for
200,000 iterations, in a progressively growing manner [8].
Glow models were trained for 200,000 iterations but with-
out progressive growing. All of the models we compare to
were trained using the hyper-parameters which were pro-
posed by the original authors.
For comparing between different generative models, we
make use of the widely accepted FID metric [6]. Each FID
score is calculated on two sets (real and fake) of 5000 im-
ages. Throughout this section, we refer to the (empirical)
number of modes in our multi-modal datasets as N (not to
be confused withK, which denotes the number of constants
Figure 7: Disentanglement of mode and style: The top row of nine images was generated using the same mode mixture vector
wR (mapped from a random latent vector z ∈ Z), while the bottom row was generated using the vector 1− wR. Each of the
nine columns corresponds to a different style vector w (mapped from nine random vectors in Z). In each row, the mode (cat
or dog) remains the same, while the style changes. In each column, the fur colors and patterns are similar, while the mode is
flipped.
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Figure 8: Performance of different generative models on two bi-modal datasets. From left to right, the architectures are:
StyleGAN, two StyleGANs (each trained on part of the dataset containing a single mode), Glow, our supervised sMM-GAN,
and our unsupervised uMM-GAN. The dataset in the top row consists of two letters ‘A’ and ‘B’, handwritten in a variety of
styles. The dataset in the bottom row consists of portraits of dogs and cats (from DRIT [13]).
in our models). For all experiments on images of hand-
written characters, the output of all generators and the input
of all discriminators was changed to grayscale images of
64×64 pixels. Our remaining images/generators all use the
resolution of 128 × 128, unless stated otherwise. This res-
olution was chosen due to limited computational resources
available to us, but it is not an inherent limitation.
We found the truncation trick, which was used by Brock
et al. [2] and Karras et al. [9], helpful for improving qual-
ity. Thus, all of the images shown hereinafter, both from
our models and from models we compare to, are produced
using truncation.
4.1. Generation Quality
We begin by comparing the quality of the results gen-
erated by StyleGAN [9] and Glow [11] to those gener-
ated by sMM-GAN and uMM-GAN, when trained on bi-
modal datasets containing images from two classes: our
own dataset of handwritten letters ‘A’ and ‘B’, and the
Cats & Dogs dataset from DRIT [14]. Since each of these
datasets consists of two distinct classes, we also compare
with two StyleGAN models, each trained only on half of
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FID=61.90
(b) mode inputs and results for sMM-GAN
FID=24.50
(c) uMM-GAN
FID=41.35
Figure 9: Results of StyleGAN, sMM-GAN, and uMM-GAN, on a dataset of 62 characters. (a) Samples generated by
StyleGAN are clearly implausible. (b) the conditional mode inputs wM to sMM-GAN and the corresponding results. Adding
multiple roots and supervision in sMM-GAN vastly improves the results. Note that wM properly controls the desired output.
(c) The results of uMM-GAN are clearly better than StyleGAN, but seem to be slightly degraded compared to sMM-GAN,
due to the removal of the supervision. We also report the FID scores of each model, showing the benefit of multiple roots.
each dataset that consists of images from the same single
class. The results of this experiment are summarized in Fig-
ure 8.
It may be seen that some of the images generated by a
single StyleGAN do not look like plausible handwritten let-
ters ‘A’ or ‘B’. This is also true for some of the Cats/Dogs
results, where some of the generated images look like a mix-
ture between a dog and a cat (see for example the bottom
image in the second column from the left). Quantitatively,
the single StyleGAN results in the highest (worst) FID score
(among the GAN-based methods), for both datasets.
When training two StyleGAN models on each dataset
(split accordingly), the visual results are improved only
slightly, and the reduction in the FID score is also quite
small. We hypothesize that the reason for this is that the two
separate models have more degrees of freedom, and fail to
leverage the style commonalities present across the entire
multi-modal input distribution. An additional factor might
be that each of the two StyleGAN models in this case was
trained on only half the number of training samples.
The visual results generated by Glow, appear to be blur-
rier than the training samples. Quantitatively, the FID
scores are the worst for the A/B dataset, and second worst
for the Cats/Dogs. It should also be noted that some of the
images generated by Glow were completely black; we fil-
tered these results out, before computing the FID scores.
Compared to these tested alternatives, both our multi-
modal architectures (sMM-GAN and uMM-GAN) exhibit
better performance. The generated handwritten letters ap-
pear much more clear and plausible, while our Cats/Dogs
results are more consistent in the sense that our models’ re-
sulting output breed is more easily determinable. The FID
scores for both our architectures are lower (better) as well.
Naturally, the supervised variant, sMM-GAN, results in bet-
ter FID scores than the unsupervised uMM-GAN. We at-
tribute the improved performance of uMM-GAN compared
to the unimodal StyleGANs to the fact that is able to benefit
from learning the joint visual attributes of both classes in
each dataset, without being constrained to synthesize both
classes from a single learned constant.
We have also experimented with a dataset consisting of
a large number of distinct classes. Figure 9 compares the
results of StyleGAN to those generated by sMM-GAN and
uMM-GAN, where all three architectures are trained on a
dataset of 62 characters. The dataset consists of 216 dif-
ferent fonts, with a total of 14,000 letters. This dataset
was manually curated by ourselves and will be made public
upon publication of this work.
Figure 9(a) clearly demonstrates that the results of Style-
GAN trained on a dataset with that many different modes
are implausible, as almost none of the generated images re-
semble a character from the dataset. Figure 9(b) show the
desired mode as indicated by the mode vector wM and the
corresponding results generated by sMM-GAN. The results
are significantly better, and it is apparent that the desired
mode is generated. Figure 9(c) shows the results gener-
ated by uMM-GAN. While the results are slightly degraded
compared to (b), they are still clearly more plausible than
those of the unimodal StyleGAN. Additionally, we report
the FID score obtained by each of the three models, showing
that uMM-GAN improves upon StyleGAN and that, thanks
to supervision, sMM-GAN outperforms both.
4.2. Learnt Modes
At the basis of our approach is the assumption that the
learned constants encode a template or a canonical repre-
sentation of the modes present in the dataset from which
we wish to sample and generate images. In order to visu-
ally demonstrate this, we visualize the constants learned by
StyleGAN and by uMM-GAN for two bi-modal datasets.
This is done by computing and applying an average style
vector wavg ∈ W , obtained by running 10,000 random la-
tent vectors z ∈ Z through the mapping network of each
generator and averaging the results. Next, we disable the
noise inputs to the synthesis network of the generator and
apply the AdaIN parameters resulting from wavg. Thus, the
generator “renders” its learnt constant using an “average”
style. When we apply this method on our uMM-GAN, we
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Figure 10: Visualization of constants learned by StyleGAN
and uMM-GAN for two bi-modal datasets. We first com-
pute an average style vector wavg ∈ W , by running 10,000
random latent vectors z ∈ Z through the mapping network
of each generator and averaging the results. Next, we dis-
able the noise inputs to the synthesis network of the gener-
ator and apply the AdaIN parameters resulting from wavg.
For uMM-GAN, a one-hot vector is used in place of the
mixing vector wR to select one of the two constants to be
fed into the generator.
force the generator to select one out of the K learned con-
stants by settingwR to a corresponding one-hot vector (note
that the generation of the style vectors w does not require
the value of the mixing vectors wR).
In Figure 10, we show the resulting average style images
for StyleGAN and for our uMM-GAN. It is apparent that
StyleGAN (left column), has preferred to learn a constant
which perfectly represents one out of the two modes in our
datasets. When trained on a dataset with two letters, Style-
GAN has learned the average image of one of the two letters
(‘B’), and when trained on a dataset of cats and dogs, it has
learned an average representation of a cat. This implies that
in order to generate an image of the letter ‘A’ or of a dog,
StyleGAN must exert substantial effort in order to warp and
texture the output properly, using only multi-scale AdaIN
parameters. uMM-GAN, on the other hand, has learned
two very different modes, which better reflect the modes
in our dataset. In the case of a dataset with the letters ‘A’
and ‘B’, the two learnt average images resemble the shapes
of these two letters. Similarly, when trained on the cats and
dogs dataset, an average cat and an average dog are learned.
This effectively simplifies our generator’s task of properly
generating either one of the two classes. We attribute the
improvement achieved by our method to this simplification.
Recall that learning the two root constants is achieved in an
unsupervised manner. In other words, our uMM-GAN is
able to uncover two modes with which it spans the distribu-
tion of the dataset without any guidance.
4.3. Number of Modes
In Table 1, we report the FID scores obtained by train-
ing our uMM-GAN with varying numbers of root constants
(K ∈ {2, 3, 4}), i.e., learned modes, on datasets with vary-
ing numbers of classes (N ∈ {2, 3, 4}). Each of these
datasets consists of images of N different letters. It is each
composed of 216 images of each letter type.
By examining the FID scores in each row of Table 1, it
is apparent that for a fixed number of classes (modes) in
the dataset, increasing the number of learned modes K im-
proves the results. This behavior is similar to that of clus-
tering algorithms, where increasing the number of clusters
typically results in a better fit of the data. It is interesting
to note that the largest improvements occur when we move
from a model where K < N to one where N <= K. For
example, for the case N = 3 a drop of 1.47 in the FID score
is observed when switching from K = 2 to K = 3, while
increasing to K = 4 results in only a modest further reduc-
tion (0.4). The same behavior may be observed in the last
row (N = 4).
By examining the columns of Table 1 one may notice
that increasing the number of classes in the dataset, while
keeping the same number of learned modes K, results in
reduced performance. We believe that this is caused by the
increase in the generator’s difficulty to cope with the added
complexity and richness of the dataset. We stress that in this
experiment, a dataset with a smaller value of N , is a subset
of those with a larger N . For example, when increasing N
from two to three, we simply add another letter to the two
already existing ones. This property is important, since it
allows us to add new classes, without altering any property
of the existing ones.
In Table 2, we report the FID scores obtained by train-
ing our uMM-GAN with varying numbers of root constants
(K ∈ {2, 4, 8}) on the DRIT Cats & Dogs dataset. It is
easily noticeable that, similarly to clustering methods, in-
creasing the number of roots improves the FID score, due
to the ability to more closely fit the data distribution ob-
served in the training set. Note that the FID scores for the
Cats & Dogs dataset are larger than those in Table 1, due to
the increased visual complexity of the images.
K = 1 K = 2 K = 4 K = 8 K = 16
126.90 117.25 109.42 106.44 106.21
Table 2: The effect of increasing the number of constants K
learned by uMM-GAN, on the DRIT Cats & Dogs dataset.
For each value of K we report the FID score. It is apparent
that increasing K improves the score, similarly to unsuper-
vised clustering methods.
K = 2 K = 3 K = 4
N = 2 33.13 32.56 31.62
N = 3 34.41 32.94 32.54
N = 4 36.78 36.66 34.98
Table 1: The effect of selecting the number of constants
K learned by uMM-GAN, as a function of the number of
classes N in the training set. For each combination of N
and K we report the FID score. By examining the scores in
each row, it is apparent that for a fixed number of classes in
the dataset, increasing K improves the score. Note also that
the largest improvement in the FID score is achieved when
we move from K < N to N <= K (the gray cells on
the diagonal). Additionally, by examining columns we may
notice that increasing the number of classes in the dataset
for a fixed value of K hurts the performance.
4.4. Disentanglement of Mode and Style
As already discussed in Section 3.1, the use of multiple
learned root constants in our uMM-GAN not only results
in a better approximation of the training distribution, but
also provides another degree of control, over the mode of
the generated samples, independent of their other visual at-
tributes that are spanned by the style parameters. This is
demonstrated in Figures and 7.
Each column (pair) of images in Figure was gener-
ated by uMM-GAN with K = 2 trained on two bi-modal
datasets (the letters ‘A’ & ‘B’, and Cats & Dogs from DRIT
[13]). To generate each pair, the same z is randomly drawn
and mapped to produce a style vector w and a mixture vec-
tor wR. Next, two images are generated by feeding wR
and (1 − wR) to the generator. In both bi-modal datasets
shown in Figure , switching from wR to (1−wR) results in
switching the class of the generated image. However, it is
apparent that the other visual attributes of the generated im-
age remain largely unchanged. These attributes include the
thickness of the stroke in the letters, and the fur and back-
ground colors of the pets. It should be noted that the results
have been manually arranged such that images of the letter
‘A’ and of cats appear in the top row. This was only done for
the sake of the readers’ convenience, and we do not claim
to have explicit control over the output class, but rather only
the ability to switch the mode.
Another experiment demonstrating the ability of our
generator to disentangle mode and style is shown in Fig-
ure 7, and was already discussed in Section 3.1.
5. Conclusions
We have presented a novel architecture which targets
multi-modal distributions. Our approach makes no a pri-
ori assumptions regarding the form of the distribution, or
whether or not the probability density function is contin-
uous or consists of disjoint peaks. Our method has been
shown to learn modes which may be used to span the target
distribution observed in the training dataset in an unsuper-
vised fashion, requiring only the number of modes to be
specified.
Our multi-modal architecture grants the ability to change
the modes, which may or may not correspond to semantic
content, independently of the style/attributes of the gener-
ated output, even when these attributes are shared across
different modes.
We have shown that explicit treatment of multiple modes
aids the generation process and increases the quality of the
produced images. However, the number of modes K must
be determined beforehand. It seems summoned to attempt
to extend our method to learn the best value of K. Fur-
thermore, more interesting questions arise, like for exam-
ple, what is the trade off of increasing K. Clearly, an overly
large K has a diminishing return, and can lead to an overfit.
In the future, we plan to explore the design space of K, and
the development of means to set K automatically.
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